Absfract-This paper is devoted t o the estimation o f noise correlations along an array of sensors. The only hypothesis which is needed here i s the adequacy of the ARMA model to noise description. Furthermore, the only available data are the sensor outputs. The a i m o f the methods which will be presented is thus to estimate a noise model f r o m the sensor outputs in the presence o f signal sources.
I. INTRODUCTION HIS paper deals with the estimation of noise correla-T tions along an array of sensors. The following basic assumption is used in this paper: noise may be described by a (spatial) parametric model.
The aim of this paper is not to add a supplementary method for spectral (spatial) analysis; it is to present feasible methods for estimation of noise correlations in the presence of point sources (ships, etc.). Direct ARMA modeling of sensor outputs (sources plus noise) is a way to consider noise with arbitrary correlations, but it is not well suited to array processing, the main difficulty being due to high-order modeling (which is necessary for a great number of sources). The separation of the space of observations (sensor outputs) into two subspaces (i.e., noise and sources subspaces) is a better way for noise correlation estimation. The main advantage of these approaches relies upon the low-order model of noise. The adequacy of an AR(MA) modeling of noise is, obviously, a crucial point and will be considered later. It is also important to consider the improvements obtained by means of the noise correlation estimated.
The eigenstructure methods developed so far [ l ] , [2] require that the additive noise be spatially white (uncorrelated between sensors) or that the noise correlation matrix be known to within a constant multiple. However, in most practical situations, the additive sensors noise is nonwhite and its correlations are unknown. If we persist to use standard methods, assuming that the sensor noise is white when in fact it is not so, then one notes important degradations in terms of bias, angular resolution, and especially spurious peaks, nondetection of weak sources. In fact, the main difference between point sources (isolated) and noise is their respective coherence. Sources are assumed to be perfectly coherent along the array, conversely to noise (even with imponant correlations). That means that source poles are on the unit circle, conversely to noise poles which are strictly inside the unit circle.
In this paper, we present principally two types of methods for the estimation of noise parameters (estimation of the ARMA coefficients). The first is related to the calculation of the likelihood of whitened observations (by means of ARMA noise modeling), the Gohberg formula [3] , [4] , and the perturbations of eigenvalues will be the keys of the method. This method does not use plane wave hypothesis unlike the second method. The second method relies upon the definition of a functional named whiteness functional which enjoys interesting properties. Both methods are obtained by optimization of a criterion and are iterative.
Obviously, the estimates of noise parameters may be used to whiten the observations (sensor outputs); efficient methods for that purpose are presented. It is then a means to improve array processing performances and to judge the proposed methods.
After a presentation of these two methods, some comparisons are presented for simulated data. We shall try to explain the results as also to justify the peremptory assertions of this Introduction. We shall consider especially the robustness of the proposed methods.
(Norurions: Capital italic letters will denote matrices, while capital bold italic letters will denote vectors.) 
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD METHOD
sider that S is any rank q matrix and is described by its
A . Introduction and Formulation of the Problem
Let X be a stationary, n,s-dimensional random vector ( n,s = number of sensors) constituted by the narrow-band eigensystem [ 11. A remaLkable (and classical) fact is-that the log likelihood may be simply expressed as a functional of the eigenvalues of R , more precisely, outputs (e.g., after DFT) of an array sampling a homogeneous random field. Denote the covariance matrix of X supf(Xl, . . . , xN/(x, s ) ) R = E ( X . X*)
= N * 1 -n , log T -n, -log det R + log A, r = q + l x' = ( X I , * . . 3 X l h 1 ( 1 ) where the superscript * denotes transposition and con-jugation, E meaning mathematical expectation.
Then

R = S + B
where S and B are the covariance matrices of sources and noise, respectively (sources and noise are assumed to be statistically independent).
The problem is to obtain an (accurate) estimation of the covariance matrix B (it is a crossnspectral matrix) from the only available statistics (i.e., R ) .
The method relies upon three facts.
F1) The likelihood functional may be expressed as a functional of the eigenvalues of the whitened covariance matrix (of the outputs).
F2) The inverse BPI of the noise covariance matrix admits an explicit formulation in terms of the AR(MA) coefficients of the noise model.
F3) The derivatives of the likelihood functional may be easily calculated using F1) and F2) and classical results for perturbations of eigenvalues.
Therefore, maximizing the likelihood amounts to maximizing the (negative) functional:
Consider, now the case of an unknown correlated noise: then
Calculation of the Likelihood Functional ( R = S + X B; X scalar).
( 6 )
Consider, first, the white noise case (i.e., B = A Id, X > 0 , Id meaning the identity matrix); assume furthermore that the source's number is q.
* , XN } be a sequence of N independent complex Gaussian vectors (snapshot vectors) with covariance matrix R ; then the conditional density of this sequence is act covariances:
Now B being a positive matrix (for the sequel, positive will mean positive definite [6]), it admits a Cholesky decomposition in triangular factors; let
Consider, furthermore, the whitened matrix of the ex-
also as the whitened source's matrix:
where Then
S being the unknown covariance matrix
of sources of rank q < n,y.
( 3 ) and
We are now seeking the value of h and the matrix S which maximize the likelihood. Forgetting the special structure of matrix S (plane wave hypothesis), we con-(9b)
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Hence. (cst = -n,(Iog 7r + I ) ) .
L,(B, S )
= L , , ( q ) -log det B ( l o a ) with L , , ( q ) = -log det R,
( 1 1 )
Using (IO) and
The two last terms of L, do not depend upon B and S ; therefore, we shall consider for the sequel the following expression of the likelihood functional conditionally to { q sources, noise matrix B } :
( 1 3 )
The logarithm function being concave, the function L, is negative; furthermore, the inequality of arithmetic and geometric means (of positive numbers) implies that the nullity of L , is equivalent to the equality of the ( n , -4 ) lowest eigenvalues. With that meaning, L,, may be considered as ! "measure" of proximity of the lowest eigenvalues of R,.
Now the problem takes the following form:
Maximizutiori of L, ( B ) ( f o r a given 4) relative to parameters dejining B .
A simple and effective way to solve it will be exposed in the next sections; it relies heavily on the parameterization presented below.
C. Noise Parameterization-Application
Consider first an autoregressive modeling of noise that means that noise received on a sensor can be "predicted" from noise received on other sensors. This hypothesis seems realistic for a linear array and we shall see in Section IV-C that all physical noise may be described by an AR(MA) model. Then the inverse of the covariance matrix of noise has an explicit formulation ( i n terms of real AR coefficients a ; ) given by a formula attributed to Gohberg [3]:
where A , and A, are two triangular ( 1 2 , X n , ) Toeplitz matrices given by
This formula is valid for any real stationary autoregressive noise of order p and coefficients { a , ) : = ,; 0' is the input noise power. Stress that this formula is exact; it can be obtained by statistical considerations (Appendix A). but is essentially algebraic [7] . A matricial translation of (14) will be useful; for that purpose, define the matrices Z' as (Note that Z' 
The parametrization of B for ARMA modeling is obtained by combination of (14) and (17), i.e., where R A R is the extended process, i.e., The previous models assume that the receiver-generated component of the noise is of equal power in each sensor. If this assumption does not hold, a better model for the noise received on sensor m would be
(22) w,,, being a sequence of independent white noise.
The parameter 0, is an additional parameter which we would have to optimize with respect to.
Numerous parametrizations of noise covariance matrices may be used, but those which are considered have the greatest advantage to define a parametrization of B or even B-l with a small number of parameters.
We shall now consider the maximization of the likelihood functional (13) Step 2: Calculation of derivative matrices A:k:
Step 3: Calculatio? of partial derivatives of the (simple) eigenvalues of Rw,,:
qk being an eigenvector associated to the eigenvalue A; of T* . BFl * T.
Step 4: Calculation of the gradient vector G,, defined by its components G k ( i ): It is important, however, to compute a satisfying step size (denoted p ) for the gradient algorithm in order to ensure convergence. This will be achieved by use of a first (or higher)-order approximation to the change in eigenvalues of the whitened matrix.
More precisely, let A; be the vector of partial derivatives of A; , i.e., Then a first-order approximation of A; and (30) is substituted in the likelihood functional L, (13), and by means of a unidimensional method, an approximated p is determined. A second-order approximation can be easily calculated [ 101. However, in all practical situations, a first-order approximation seems to be sufficient in order to ensure convergence of the algorithm. Furthermore, a higher order approximation is more expensive in computation time.
E. Some Extensions 1) Parametrization by Rejection Coeficients:
The parametrization of the noise matrix B may be advantageously expressed in terms of reflection coefficients. Using it this way, the stability of the AR model is easily ensured.
More precisely, using the formalism of [ 1 1 1 , the Levinson recursion may be written in matrix form:
where A is the ( p + 2 X p + 1 ) matrix defined by
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A,, is now the vector of AR coefficients of the noise model (14), i.e., A; = ( 1 , a l , * * . , up).
(32)
Using (32), it is then possible to express A,, + I as an , explicit function of reflection coefficients ( 1 , k , , * .
k,,), leading to
It is now possible to express the partial derivatives of the log-likelihood functional with respect to reflection coefficients; more precisely, a P a 
2) AR(MA) Case:
The MA model leads us to replace the matrix A f defined in (25) by the matrix 6; defined by while the ARMA case is obtained by derivation of (18a). (The MA model is assumed to be minimum phase [ 121 .)
3) Multiple Eigenvalues: In the case of multiple eigenvalues, the formula (27) of the eigenvalues' partial derivatives no longer holds. In this case, the eigenvalues of the perturbed matrix R + 6R are, up to the first order, the eigenvalues of the matrix [ 131
( U is the matrix of an eigenvector basis associated to the multiple eigenvalue), leading us to replace (27) by the computation of eigenvalues of the matrix U* . Aik . U.
The other steps of the algorithm are identical.
4) Complex Case:
The nonsymmetry of the noise field with respect to the array broadside results in complex AR(MA) coefficients for the noise model. The procedure in the complex case is quite similar to the previous one (see Appendix A).
F. Convergence Analysis
We are now dealing with the convergence of the gradient algorithm defined in Section II-D.
Consider, for instance, a given AR model (second order); its covariance matrix may be calculated by (14); it is then possible to compute the functional L,,,,,, ( q ) defined by (13) where the eigenvalues X i are the eigenvalues of the matrix B;!,? R. L,,,,, ( q ) is the exact log-likelihood functional conditional to { a l , a2 }. The rather technical proof of Property 2 is skipped in Appendix B; from Properties 1 and 2, it is then possible to establish convergence of the gradient algorithm in the asymptotic case. Obviously, the estimation of R leads to statistical results.
In all the exposures, some parameters have been fixed; there are q (number of sources) and p (AR order). In practical situations, they are not known; we shall examine now the consequences of a misadjustment of these parameters.
1) Number of Sources ( 4 ) :
By use of Property 1, it is possible to overdetermine the source's number as long as p (AR model) remains inferior to (n,, -4 ) without degradation in the asymptotic case. If R is estimated (practical case !), then the source number overdetermination will lead to slightly inferior performances of the method (ratidom eigenvalues ), but the degradation is quite acceptable (see Fig. 2) . We now have to face a fundamental problem: what is the good "strategy" for the choice of q? The answer is not evident.
The "classical" information criteria (Akaike, Rissanen, etc.
[15]-[17]) do not provide a satisfying source number estimate because they use eigenvalues of R and do not separate sources and (highly) correlated noise. For instance, the estimated source number is equal to the number of sensors for most of the simulations presented in Section IV. In order to remedy this problem, some solutions are presented below. a) Source Number Overdetermination: It is possible to try consecutive values of q and to choose the value of q maximizing the log-likelihood functional. The data are simulated by the method of Section IV-A, after which a covariance matrix is obtained. Table I presents the value of the MDL function for one trial (300 snapshots).
The minimum of the function MDL ( p , q ) is attained at the exact values of p and q; however, this minimum is not very sharp (in order). The above simulations have been repeated; then for ten trials (300 snapshots), 9 successes are obtained (estimation of the exact values of p and q ) . The results of this method for estimation of the parameters p and q are rather satisfying; however, its computation cost can be rather important. Therefore, a separated estimation of p and q can be an interesting way as in c) and d Arun and Kung [20] , it is possible to obtain a satisfying estimate of the source's number without a priori information about the noise model. This application of Arun and Kung's method is presented and detailed in [21] .
2) Noise Order Model: In the asymptotic case, noise model overdetermination leads to very slight degradations of the results (in terms of noise spatial density) as shown by Fig. 9 and by the proof of Property 2.
For all simulated data, it seems possible to overdetermine the noise model order without dramatic effects (see Fig. 9 ). The robustness of the method to misadjustments of these parameters is a crucial point; otherwise, the practical interest of the method should be very doubtful.
Obviously, the parameters p and q may be estimated simultaneously as shown previously, but a separate estimation of the order p seems rather difficult.
Another point to consider is the stability (with respect to the unit circle) of the AR model obtained by maximization of the functional. It is possible to compute the roots of A, ( 2 ) (polynomial associated to A L ) and to adjust con- 
sequently the step size of the gradient method, but the parametrization by reflection coefficients [Section II-E-l)] is the best suited approach. In practical situations, however, if the noise poles approach the unit circle, then the noise covariance matrix tends towards singularity, and therefore, the functional tends towards -m . When the step size is not too important, this fact avoids stability problems.
G. Estimation of Source Parameters
After runs of the preceding algorithm, an estimation of the AR coefficients is obtained. Let A' = ( 1 , ci,, . . . , h,,) be this estimation.
The problem is now to translate this estimation in terms of spatial processing, and more precisely, to obtain source bearing estimates also as their powers at a given frequency. This last point has a great practical importance because power spectral density estimation is also a good means to make a distinction between true sources (positive powers) and false sources (negative powers). Furthermore, the derivation of source powers estimation will be a fundamental tool for the minimization of the whiteness functional (see Section 111).
The whitened matrix RlV given by 
PLANE WAVE HYPOTHESIS, WHITENESS FUNCTIONAL A . Introduction
Converse to the preceding approach, special structures of source vectors (plane wave hypothesis) will be considered; thus, the problem will be restricted to the case of a linear array with equispaced sensors. The likelihood approach does not use the plane wave hypothesis or the spatial stationarity; it is maximized only relatively to noise parameters (for the sake of simplicity, it is, however, an advantage !).
Taking into account the plane wave hypothesis leads us to define a functional depending upon both source and noise parameters. Converse to the preceding approach, the source and noise parameters will play symmetric roles.
This method is based on application of Pisarenko's method for harmonic retrieval [24] and, more precisely, on the analysis of its perturbations with respect to noise parameters. That leads us to define a functional involving differences between extradiagonal terms of a whitened matrix and extradiagonal terms of the covariance matrix of sources. These functionals will be minimized by means of an iterative (gradient) algorithm relative to both noise and source parameters. The method is mainly devoted to the case of AR noise modeling (simplicity of the whitening filter !). Notations and definitions are identical to those ( R I is Toeplitz but non-Hermitian). After a general presentation of the whiteness functional, its properties and a gradient method (for its minFor practical applications, one uses the whiteness f i n ctional defined by iw( 1 ) being defined by (41) (using RI available data instead of RI), i, ( I ) is estimated by means of Pisarenko's method (or another high-resolution (HR) method [23]) applied to whitened data, i.e., We are now coping with the minimization of the functional defined by (45) and (46). The minimization is defined in terms of A R coefficients vector A only, but is relative to the terms i,, ( I ) and is ( I ) ( A ) ; this fact implies the estimation of source parameters at each iterate of the gradient algorithm. The general procedure is summarized below. 
Section 111-D will describe calculation of the gradient vector G J ( A k ) .
In fact, the coherence of the above definitions requires invariance (by whitening) properties which will now be presented. This matricial translation of (41) allows us to study the effect of whitening on the covariance matrix of a source.
C. Whitening Invariance Properties
We shall consider now the effect of whitening [formula (48)] on a plane wave whose associated steering vector [ l ] is denoted D,:
Then by use of (48), the covariance matrix of the source after whitening is given by b) The procedure transforms a steering vector into another steering vector of (dimension L ) corresponding to the same bearing. These properties are, in fact, fundamental because they justify the whiteness functional definition; furthermore, they also constitute a justification of the method of calculation of the gradient defined in Section 111-D.
R,.(8)
In practical situations, exact source bearings are unknown; Property 3 states only that these bearings are invariant under the whitening procedure. In order to estimate these bearings, a high-resolution method is used. Obviously, in the general case, this method does not give the exact source bearings. But, using the whiteness functional, we hope to define an iterative method minimizing the differences between extradiagonal terms of the whitened matrix and the corresponding terms of the source matrix.
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D. Calculatioti of the Gradient Vector (of Whiteness Functional)
The index k (of iterate number) are omitted in that subsection. The gradient vector is deduced from (45) and (48), i.e.,
G,(A) = 2 Re c ( R I A -G r , ( l ) )
* (A* . RT . A -F s ( l ) .
C 4, exp (-jrIj',) G~' , ( A ) . ( 5 3 )
The calculation of Gr, ( I ) amounts to calculating the gradient vectors G f , ( A ) and G4, ( A ) ; this will be achieved in some steps. The first step consists of the calculation of partial derivatives of eigenvectors of R,, . Derivatives of source parameters are then calculated in a second step by means of analysis of perturbations of a high-resolution method.
Step
]-Partial Derivatives of Eigenvectors of R,,:
Denote by RA the ( L + 
( 5 5 
EI(1) =
Step 4, and its estimated spatial frequency j',; the problem consists of calculation of their partial derivatives with respect to the parameters { a, } .
In order to solve it, recall that estimated source bearings (e.g., for the MUSIC method) minimize the projection of vector D; on the noise subspace.
Let ll be the projector on the noise subspace: n = u * u * with U = ( U , , + , , * * * , U,) ("lowest" eigenvectors of R,,).
Then the projection of D; on the noise subspace is n(e) = D;* n e D;.
( 5 7 )
If we consider only one eigenvector (the ''lowest,'' Pisarenko or, by factorization,
aa, I
Im { ( U * Z/) * (Z? * U ) 1
( 5 8 )
The partial derivatives of eigenJectors being calculated by ( 5 9 , the spatial frequencies f ; being estimated by an HR method, formula (58) allows us to calculate the partial derivatives ( a / a a I > f i . Formula (58) ( a / a a / ) from which a first-order expansion of II, is obtained:
Hence,
It is obviously possible to use a second-order expansion of II,, but for our application, the first derivative gives satisfying results.
Step 3-Derivatives of Source Powers: Let F be the ( L x q ) matrix constituted by elementary theoretical covariances of estimated sources, i.e., with s ( a k , I ) = -sin ( n l f k ) .
imaginary parts of whitened output covariances, i.e., The vectors GQi ( A ) are deduced from vectors GI ( 1 = Calculation of vectors G f I ( A ) and G q , ( A ) is now achieved; it remains to calculate a suited step size for the gradient method; this is achieved by means of a first-or second-order expansion of the functional.
Step 4 (Source Parameters Updating): After calculation of gradient vector G J ( A k ) and estimation of a step size, it is necessary to use the new estimation of noise parameters in order to update the source parameters (by means of the HR method). It may be very convenient to eliminate spurious peaks (having a negative estimated p.s.d.).
, 2 ,
, P I .
E. Practical Utilization
* , 0); L may be chosen equal to n, -1 -p . The parameters ( p , q ) are generally overdetermined. They can be adjusted by consideration of the whiteness functional (see Section
The method starts with Ab = ( 1 , 0, -II-F).
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
These two methods have been tested on simulated signals. In the case of simulated signals, the degradations of high-resolution methods by noise correlations may be easily explained and performances easily quantified.
A . Simulation Method
presented are the following:
The general aims of the simulation results that will be 1) accuracy of noise correlations estimates 2) improvements of high-resolution methods (using 3) statistical behavior of these methods 4) explanation of results 5) robustness of the method. For a given noise matrix B and q uncorrelated sources Several procedures are used in order to study the accuracy of noise parameter e:timates. It is then possible to compare the exact spatial density of noise to its estimate. Furthermore, it is a good means for explanation of degradations of HR methods (spurious peaks, nondetection of weak sources, etc.). The value of FC, corresponds to the value of the initial likelihood functional (i.e., white noise assumption), whereas FC, corresponds to the final value of this functional.
1) Computation of cos ( B , Bo):
3) HR Methods Behind Whitening: The whitening is defined by (35) or (48). We consider also the results for the psd (of source) estimation (0" corresponds to the array axis, i.e., endfire direction).
B. Simulation Results
We shall now present the results obtained by maximization of the likelihood functional (Section 11) for noise correlation estimation. The array is constituted by equally spaced sensors (on a line), the bearing 0" corresponds to the array axis (idem for real data), the parameter BT corresponds to the number of independent snapshots.
The first result (Fig. 2) corresponds to an AR modeling; the simulation data are given in the caption of Fig. 2 . Note that the dimension of sources subspace is assumed to be 5 (i.e., q = 5 ) , whereas the results are quite satisfying. The broken line corresponds to results of the MUSIC method without whitening ( k is a Toeplitz matrix), whereas the solid line corresponds to results after whitening. In this case, the two sources at bearings 35" and 45" are not separated, whereas the weak source is not detected by the MUSIC method (without whitening). Conversely, the whitening obtained by noise coefficient estimates yields the resolution of the two strong sources and the detection of the weak source. These good results may be easily explained by the value of cos ( 8 , B o ) ( =0.998). Fig. 3 represents the noise spatial density associated to the model. Obviously, its peak (at 90") induces the spurious peaks (at the vicinity of 90") and the nondetection of the weak source (1 10') for the unwhitened data. The broken line (exact noise density) and the solid line (estimated noise density) are perfectly merged. Fig. 4 presents the noise correlation shapes along the array; they decrease slowly as a function of the intersensor's distance. The simulated noise can be considered as highly correlated. The second result (Fig. 6) corresponds to an MA noise model. The dimension of source subspace is assumed to be five. Then the whitening removes the spurious peaks and allows us to detect the weak source (bearing 1 lo"). Fig. 7 presents the exact spatial noise density (broken line); it explains the poor results of the MUSIC method without whitening (Fig. 6) . The estimated spatial noise density (solid line) is quite acceptable, whereas Fig. 8 illustrates the statistical stability of the method. (38) and (39)]. One can see that estimated source psd's are greater for spurious peaks before whitening; on the other hand, after whitening, the estimated powers of sources correspond to simulation data. Note that the estimated powers (after whitening) corresponding to small local maxima are negative. Fig. 10 illustrates the (direct) extension of the likelihood method to the complex AR noise model. In this case, the spatial noise density is nonsymmetric relative to the array's broadside. As previously, the broken line corresponds to exact noise density, whereas the solid line corresponds to its estimate. The results are quite satisfying.
For all the simulations, the number of iterations of the (Fig. 11) . The statistical stability of the method is illustrated by Fig. 11 .
C. Conclusions
The simulation results have shown the good performance of the two methods. Overall, the methods appear to be robust with respect to source number and noise model overdetermination. These two points have a fundamental practical importance.
The statistical behavior of these methods remains to be theoretically investigated in terms of spatial processing (bias in bearing estimation, angular resolution, etc.), but it appears to be a very difficult task in the general case.
The practical interest of these methods relies upon the ability of an AR(MA) noise model to describe physical noise by a high-order AR(MA) model; but a low-order model seems to be sufficient for most of the cases. This 
D. Results for Real Data
We consider now the outputs of a linear array. This linear array is constituted by equispaced sensors (at half a wavelength for the upper frequency of the band). In order to obtain a noise model, we proceed as follows.
1) Compute the Fourier transforms of the outputs:
2) The cross-spectral matrices of the outputs are esti- 3) The source number is estimated (by use of fi). Gen- 
4)
) The noise correlation as well as its spatial density
The results are presented as follows.
1) Spatial Noise Density:
Bearings are plotted on the x axis, spatial densities on the y axis, whereas the consecutive estimations are presented in depth (0' corresponds to the array axis).
2) Spatial Noise Correlations: The noise correlations are deduced from A by (14) (they constitute the first row of B which is Toeplitz). The values of correlations are plotted on the y axis (the number 1 corresponds to autocorrelation, 2 to correlation between sensors spaced by the elementary intersensor spacing). The consecutive results are presented in depth. Fig. 12 presents the results obtained for the lowest frequency of the spectral band; the intersensors spacing correspond to X/4 for that frequency. The coefficients of the AR noise model have been chosen real (the imaginary part seems to be negligible). The algorithm converges fast (at most ten iterations); the lowest eigenvalues of the whitened matrix R),. are well clustered.
The noise appears to be strongly spatially colored. However, the correlations decrease fast (with respect to sensor spacing). The statistical stability of these estimates is rather acceptable. Obviously, the noise model estimaare deduced from A by (14). tion allows us to improve the results of spatial processing. Improvements may be significant if the noise is highly spatially colored. Generally, the noise correlations decrease when the frequency increases (for a given sensor spacing); these results are detailed in [ 191.
V. CONCLUSION Two methods for estimation of noise correlations along an array of sensors have been presented. Both rely upon a parametric (ARMA) noise modeling. This modeling has the great advantage of describing the noise correlations by a small number of parameters and providing a satisfying modeling of a great variety of physical noises.
The likelihood method presents the great advantage of needing maximization with respect to noise parameters only. Results are quite satisfying, even with high and long correlations of the noise. An efficient numerical method for maximization has been presented; the convergence of the algorithm has been proven. Furthermore, the method appears to be robust with respect to the choice of parameters.
The whiteness functional method uses fundamentally the "plane wave" hypothesis. An efficient method for minimization of it has been developed; however, it is a little more complex than the previous algorithm.
Both methods are quite feasible and can be used in a great variety of situations. By providing a suitable algorithm, this paper has demonstrated the concrete possibility of separating the sensor outputs of a stationary random field in two parts (a noise part and a source part) by use of the classical hypothesis about the propagation of waves (plane wave or coherence properties). For our sake, we prefer to present a "statistical" proof. In fact, Gohberg's formula relies upon a remarkable matricial property. Using the notations of Johnson [2], an AR model is considered: By use of (A5), the last column of R i l is the last column of A' A'*; that column is also [by (A6)] the first row of RL'. By induction, it is now possible to deduce an explicit expression of R, ' (with respect to AR parameters) for which Gohberg's formula (14) is the matricial translation.
Using (A5), the Gohberg formula may be extended to complex AR model, yielding The rest of the algorithm is identical to the real case.
APPENDIX B This Appendix deals with the convergence of gradient methods for maximization of the log-likelihood functional. This functional (1 3) depends upon eigenvalues of R,,., but it is not concave with respect to AR parameters (see Fig. 1 ). However, its gradient vector is null if and only if noise is perfectly estimated, as will be shown now. A direct analysis based on the analysis of eigenvalues seems very difficult or, at best, very cumbersome. Therefore, a direct approach is preferred.
Consider the log-likelihood functional (3): 
